
AccuQuilt Helps Beginners to Advanced Quilters with Six New Studio Dies 
 
(Omaha, NE) July 16, 2019 – AccuQuilt, a U.S. based company that specializes in 
manufacturing premiere fabric cutting machines, announces the release of six new dies 
for the AccuQuilt Studio 2TM Fabric Cutter. Five of the dies are setting triangles 
designed to ease some big challenges with advanced quilt patterns. The sixth is a 
highly-requested new Block on Board®	(BOB®) die for Studio. 
 
The Studio Setting Triangles come in five different finished block sizes – 6-inch, 8-inch, 
9-inch, 10-inch and 12-inch – and simplify the confusing math associated with on-point 
quilts. The side setting triangles and a corner setting triangle are on each die board. The 
sizes coordinate with square dies already included in the AccuQuilt collection to create 
on-point quilts in five of the most common finished block sizes.  
 
“We’re really excited about this release,” says Lynn Gibney, Product Development 
Director. “The Studio Setting Triangles are versatile and can make intimidating patterns 
more approachable, regardless of a quilter’s skill level.” 
 
Due to popularity of the GO! Pineapple – 10” Finished die, AccuQuilt is releasing the 
Studio Pineapple-12” Finished die (50176) which has all the pieces needed to create 
the traditional block pattern on one board. The die features 13 difficult to cut by hand 
shapes that can cut up to 10 layers of fabric.  
 
The Studio Pineapple-12” Finished die includes block assembly instructions and works 
with the Studio Setting Triangle-12” Finished and Studio Square-12½” Finished (50021) 
to create an on-point pineapple pattern. If quilters have been hesitant to try this more 
complicated quilt pattern, this release will be the reason to finally give it a try. 
 
As with all die releases, AccuQuilt will share free patterns for each of the new Studio 
dies on accuquilt.com. Please note that these new dies are designed to work with 
AccuQuilt’s Studio 2™Fabric Cutter, and Studio dies are not compatible with 
AccuQuilt’s GO! Baby®, GO! Me®, GO!	® and GO! Big® fabric cutters.  
 
For more information on AccuQuilt and the latest product releases, visit accuquilt.com. 
 
 
About AccuQuilt—Better Cuts Make Better Quilts® 
Headquartered in Omaha, Neb., AccuQuilt offers quilters, fabric crafters and retailers a 
premiere line of fabric cutters, dies, quilting patterns and other quilt and fabric cutting 
solutions that help quilters quickly and accurately cut shapes for quilting and fabric 
crafts. AccuQuilt also offers quilters a wide variety of rich educational resources to 
enhance their quilting experiences. Cutting with AccuQuilt cutters is a natural evolution 
of fabric cutting methods. For more information on how to Cut Time. Quilt More.™, 
visit accuquilt.com or call 888.258.7913. 
 


